INTRODUCTION
============

The discovery of microRNAs (miRNAs) in *Caenorhabditis elegans* in 1993 opened the door for the study of phenomena, such as RNA interference and paved the way for the RNA revolution. miRNAs are ∼23-nt long single-stranded RNA species that regulate post-transcriptionally protein coding genes by mRNA cleavage, direct translational repression and/or mRNA destabilization ([@gks494-B1]).

miRNAs have been deemed as key regulators of diverse biological processes, including development, stem cell proliferation, division and differentiation, regulation of innate and adaptive immunity, apoptosis, cell signaling and metabolism ([@gks494-B2; @gks494-B3; @gks494-B4]). miRNAs play an important role in a vast array of human pathologies, such as cancer, viral infections, cardiovascular diseases, metabolic disorders, autoimmune pathologies, as well as neuropsychiatric pathological conditions ([@gks494-B2],[@gks494-B3],[@gks494-B5; @gks494-B6; @gks494-B7; @gks494-B8; @gks494-B9]). They are intensely researched, not only for their role in physiology and pathology but also as potential therapeutic targets.

A long series of algorithmic tools and databases have been implemented and utilized by miRNA researching groups as tools of the trade ([@gks494-B10; @gks494-B11; @gks494-B12]). Gene target prediction applications were some of the first sectors to receive intense research focus ([@gks494-B10]). The tools that followed were designed to address the need for functional characterization of miRNAs and their predicted targets. Few of the available servers are specifically focused on the identification of miRNA targeted pathways (e.g. miTalos, DIANA--miRPath v1) ([@gks494-B13],[@gks494-B14]), while others provide a relevant functionality as an extension of a pre-existent pipeline (e.g. mirTar, Gene Trail) ([@gks494-B15],[@gks494-B16]).

miTalos ([@gks494-B13]) can be used for the analysis of a subset of human signaling pathways. It identifies targets using five different external miRNA target prediction algorithms while also considering expression data. miRTar ([@gks494-B16]) can be utilized for investigating alternatively spliced miRNA targets, which are identified by integrating external prediction algorithms. miRTar can also perform gene set enrichment analysis for the identification of miRNA targeted pathways. GeneTrail ([@gks494-B15]) is a web server hosting gene set enrichment and over-representation capabilities against various databases, such as GO and KEGG. GeneTrail has been extended with a tool, which queries miRNA identifiers against the MicroCosm Targets database for putative gene targets ([@gks494-B17]). It provides many options during the gene enrichment analysis process, such as *P*-value thresholds and multiple testing significance correction but is lacking miRNA-specific functionalities, such as information regarding binding positions and binding type.

DIANA-miRPath v1 ([@gks494-B14]) was one of the first available applications focused on the enrichment analysis of predicted target genes, capable of detecting pathways targeted by single or multiple miRNAs. Here, we present the next version of DIANA-miRPath webserver (v2.0), which was entirely redesigned. The new web server aims to significantly increase the accuracy of utilized algorithms and statistics, as well as to enhance computational speed, compared to the previous miRPath version. Importantly, DIANA-miRPath v2.0 offers for the first time a series of tools specifically focused on miRNA-targeted pathway analysis.

The user of DIANA-miRPath v2.0 can utilize predicted or experimentally validated targets; combine results with merging and meta-analysis algorithms; perform hierarchical clustering of microRNAs and pathways based on their interaction levels; as well as elaborate sophisticated visualizations, such as dendrograms or miRNA/pathway interaction heat maps, from an intuitive and easy to use web interface. The new server provides additional information regarding pathogenic SNPs in predicted miRNA target sites. Furthermore, the reverse analysis module annotates all predicted or experimentally validated miRNAs targeting a selected molecular pathway.

Specific details regarding design, implementation and use of DIANA-miRPath v2.0 are presented in the following section.

METHODS AND RESULTS
===================

miRPath v2.0 database
---------------------

DIANA-miRPath v2.0 is based on a new relational schema, specifically designed to accommodate this as well as future miRPath updates. miRNA and pathway related information was obtained from miRBase 18 ([@gks494-B11]) and Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) v58.1 ([@gks494-B18]), respectively, for *Mus musculus* and 'homo sapiens'.

In DIANA-miRPath v2.0, the user can select between *in silico* predicted miRNA gene targets and a large set of experimentally validated targets, or both. The *in silico* target prediction is performed using DIANA-microT-CDS ([@gks494-B19]), the latest version of the DIANA-microT algorithm, which computes a miRNA--gene interaction score for predicted targets in 3′-UTR and coding sequence (CDS) transcript regions. DIANA-microT-CDS has been tested against a variety of high-throughput experimental data, exhibiting the highest sensitivity and specificity in comparison with other broadly used miRNA target prediction algorithms ([@gks494-B19]). DIANA-microT-CDS is fully integrated in the new database schema, enabling the filtering of miRNA--gene interactions based on a user defined threshold. The server is using 0.8 score as a default threshold, which provides an average of 350 targets per miRNA. Information regarding the number of targets and the derived predictive accuracy for different thresholds, as calculated against experimentally verified miRNA targets ([@gks494-B20]) is provided in [Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks494/DC1).

TarBase v6.0 database ([@gks494-B12]) is also incorporated into the new schema. Tarbase v6.0 is currently the largest manually curated, experimentally validated miRNA--gene interactions database, hosting more than 65 000 miRNA--gene interactions; 16.5- to 175-fold more than any other available manually curated database.

### Pathogenic single nucleotide polymorphisms identification in predicted miRNA target sites

The coincidence of clinically significant single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and predicted miRNA target sites was calculated, in order to relate miRNA gene targets in molecular pathways to pathogenic polymorphisms. A total of 9899 experimentally verified human SNPs, specifically indicated as 'pathogenic' or 'probable pathogenic' and with known genomic coordinates were derived from dbSNP BUILD 135 ([@gks494-B21]). The SNPs' coordinates are overlapped with all miRNA target binding sites predicted with DIANA-microT-CDS, resulting in 16 578 miRNA target sites containing a pathogenic or probable pathogenic SNP. The user has access to the results of the pathogenic SNP analysis directly from the DIANA-miRPath v2.0 web server ([Supplementary Figure S2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks494/DC1)). The web server provides the dbSNP id, as well as a direct link to the relevant dbSNP entry, enabling the user to further assess the available evidence supporting the pathogenicity of the detected SNP.

Algorithms, implementation and results computation
--------------------------------------------------

The DIANA-miRPath v2.0 website is implemented by combining PHP and AJAX. It is specifically designed to provide results in real-time, offering an application-like user experience. All the statistical and analysis algorithms are implemented in R.

### Filtering based on expression data

DIANA-miRPath v2.0 offers the option to filter miRNA targets based on expression data. The user can upload a predefined list of genes that are expressed in investigated tissues. The program will filter all miRNA targets based on this list and will use only the expressed subset of genes for the pathway enrichment analysis.

### Enrichment analysis

The user can select the desired microRNAs by the web interface or by uploading a file with the desired miRNA identifiers.

Following the selection of miRNAs and (optional) genes sets, the server subsequently performs an enrichment analysis of microRNA gene targets in KEGG pathways ([Table 1](#gks494-T1){ref-type="table"}). The default algorithm utilized is the one-tailed Fisher's exact test, which is often performed in such context ([@gks494-B22],[@gks494-B23]). The one-tailed test is selected because the initial hypothesis was to detect enriched (and not depleted) pathways with targets of specific miRNAs. This test is often encountered in relevant literature also as hypergeometric test. It provides exact probabilities and is appropriate even for small number statistics ([@gks494-B23]). DIANA-miRPath v2.0 can also calculate a more conservative adjustment of Fisher's exact test ([@gks494-B24]). The derived score represents the upper bound of the distribution of the jack-knife Fisher exact probabilities and it favors pathways supported with more gene targets. Table 1.Over-representation analysis performed by the DIANA-miRPath web server∈ Pathway A∉ Pathway ATotalTargetedn~1+~n~2+~N~+~Non-targetedn~1−~n~2−~N~−~Totaln~1~n~2~N[^2]

The server offers to the user the option to perform the false discovery rate (FDR) method, as a correction for multiple hypothesis testing. The FDR algorithm is implemented as described by Benjamini and Hochberg ([@gks494-B25]). In both cases (corrected or uncorrected significance levels), the user can specifically set the desired level of significance and to filter out all pathways with an associated *P*-value \> threshold from visualizations or further analyses.

### Multiple miRNA effect analysis

The new server can accommodate many different analysis scenarios. Specific attention has been paid to the methodologies used for combining and merging predicted and/or experimentally validated gene targets of multiple miRNAs. The user can now select how gene targets or targeted pathways will be combined and even if the results combination will take place *a priori* (Union and Intersection of Genes) or *a posteriori* of the statistical analysis (Union and Intersection of Pathways). Currently, the supported analysis scenarios are as follows.

Union of Genes: this option utilizes the union of targeted genes by the selected microRNAs (genes targeted by at least one selected miRNAs) prior to the statistical calculation. The resulting targeted genes superset is used for the over-representation statistical analysis.

Intersection of Genes: in this analysis, only the intersection of targeted genes (genes targeted by all selected miRNAs) is utilized for the over-representation statistical analysis.

Union of Pathways: in this mode, the server identifies all the significantly targeted pathways by the selected microRNAs.

Intersection of Pathways: the final option provides the intersection of targeted pathways by the selected microRNAs. The resulting subset contains only the pathways with statistically significant results for all the selected microRNAs.

In the first two options (Intersection and Union of Genes), the server combines the gene targets of the selected microRNAs into a common subset (intersection) or a superset (union). The resulting set is then incorporated in the enrichment analysis. In the last two options (Union and Intersection of Pathways), the server initially calculates the significance levels between all possible microRNA--pathway pairs, by performing repeatedly the enrichment analysis against the selected microRNAs and all available pathways. In the second step of the process, the server combines the previously calculated significance levels and provides a merged *P*-value for each pathway, by applying Fisher's combined probability method (Fisher's method).

Fisher's method is a meta-analysis algorithm, which can be used to combine the results of more than one independent tests bearing upon the same hypothesis. It exhibits asymptotical optimality and has been successfully used in studies of medical as well as biological context ([@gks494-B26; @gks494-B27; @gks494-B28]). The meta-analysis' null hypothesis is that all of the separate null hypotheses are true; while the alternative hypothesis is that at least one of the separate alternative hypotheses is true. The resulting *P*-values depict the probability that the examined pathway is significantly enriched with gene targets of the selected miRNAs. By adopting this technique, DIANA-miRPath v2.0 provides accurate statistical results and *P*-values in all available analysis options.

All provided results can be also corrected in the combined enrichment analysis for multiple hypotheses testing, by applying Benjamini and Hochberg's FDR.

### Results visualization

The new DIANA-miRPath v2.0 interface ([Figure 1](#gks494-F1){ref-type="fig"}) has been designed to be highly adaptable to different use-case scenarios and to provide results in real time. In order to perform the analysis, the user can select one or more microRNAs and the source of gene targets for each miRNA (*in silico* predicted or experimentally validated). Optionally, a list of expressed genes can be also loaded. Subsequently, the server presents the significantly enriched pathways, the targeted genes in each pathway and the number of miRNAs with positively identified targets for each pathway in the form of an interactive table. Figure 1.From the DIANA-miRPath v2.0 interface, the user can select the microRNAs that will be included in the analysis or upload miRNA lists in the form of text files. The user can select if miRNA gene targets will be experimentally validated (derived from TarBase 6) or predicted (derived from DIANA-microT-CDS). Optionally, the user can upload a predefined list of genes expressed in investigated tissues, which will be used to focus the enrichment analysis only on the specified subset. Subsequently, the user can determine the result merging method and statistics/enrichment calculation methodologies. The number of provided results, as well as the sensitivity and specificity of the DIANA-microT-CDS prediction algorithm can be set by user-defined thresholds. By selecting pathways union/intersection merging methods, the user obtains access to the advanced visualizations, which include miRNA/pathway clusters and miRNAs versus pathways heat maps. All significantly targeted pathways, with *P*-values lower than the user-defined threshold are presented in the interactive table. Pathway names, KEGG ids, significance levels, number of miRNAs targeting each pathway and targeted genes are some of the provided information. The table provides also access to enriched KEGG representations, DIANA-microT-CDS prediction details and experimental validation information, in the case of TarBase derived targets. The reverse search module can be used to detect miRNAs targeting (experimentally validated or predicted) a specified pathway. All results can be downloaded in a portable .csv format.

In the case of predicted miRNA--gene interactions, the server provides a link to the relevant DIANA-microT-CDS server entries. There, the user can further inspect the predicted miRNA--gene interaction. Such interactions include the binding region, position and type. If a miRNA--gene interaction is experimentally validated, the server provides a link to the specific section of the TarBase 6.0 website. The relevant entry provides information regarding the implemented experimental method used for validation and the supporting literature.

DIANA-miRPath v2.0 offers enriched KEGG pathway visualizations, where the targeted genes are specifically marked for easier inspection ([Figure 2](#gks494-F2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.DIANA-miRPath v2.0 offers enriched KEGG pathway visualizations, where the targeted genes are specifically marked for easier inspection. The server provides three levels of gene labeling: yellow (gene targeted by 1 selected miRNA), orange (gene targeted by \>1 selected miRNAs) and red (gene specifically marked by the user). The user can also enable/disable gene marking and hide/show targeted genes. By simply hovering over a target gene (tooltip), the web server provides information regarding the source of the interaction (TarBase or DIANA-microT-CDS) and the implicated miRNAs. Selection of any of the pathway's constituents will lead the user directly to the relevant entry on the KEGG website.

### Targeted pathways (reverse search module)

The new reverse search module can be used to identify all miRNAs which are predicted or experimentally validated to target a specific KEGG pathway. The module takes as input a KEGG pathway name or identifier and the source of miRNA targets. It subsequently identifies all the miRNAs targeting the selected pathway. The new module can become a powerful asset to scientists studying specific pathways. It can help examining validated relationships between pathways and miRNAs expressed in the available literature (TarBase targets) or to study novel miRNA--pathway interactions (DIANA-microT-CDS targets). If the analysis is performed *in silico*, the user can determine the desired levels for sensitivity and precision by applying a DIANA-microT-CDS score threshold.

### Advanced analysis pipelines and visualizations

DIANA-miRPath v2.0 provides also advanced features, statistics and visualization aids, which significantly increase the depth of the analysis and maximize the user's influence on results' calculation and presentation.

### Hierarchical clustering and dendrograms

The new web server can perform follow-up analyses, such as hierarchical clustering of targeted pathways and miRNAs. DIANA-miRPath v2.0 realizes clustering of the selected miRNAs based on their influence on molecular pathways. It provides clustering of pathways based on the subset of miRNAs that target each pathway and the significance level of the interaction. The server performs the hierarchical cluster analysis based on a complete linkage clustering method, where squared Euclidean distances are calculated as distance measures. The web server can utilize absolute *P*-values in all calculations (option: 'Significance Clusters') or binary values (0: not targeted, 1: targeted), if the option 'Targeted Pathways Clusters' is selected. By utilizing these options, the algorithm can cluster together microRNAs targeting similar lists of pathways, as well as pathways, which are targeted by similar lists of microRNAs (Targeted Pathways Clusters); or take also into account the significance levels of the interactions (Significance Clusters) during the clustering process.

These advanced features can help the user identify relations between miRNAs or pathways depending on the effect size of the miRNA--pathway interactions. The web server provides visualizations of the hierarchical clustering in the form of miRNA and pathway dendrograms.

### miRNAs versus pathways heat maps

The new DIANA-miRPath v2.0 server enables also the user to create advanced visualizations such as miRNAs versus pathways heat maps ([Figure 3](#gks494-F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks494/DC1)). Heat maps are graphical representations of data where values in a matrix are represented as colors ([@gks494-B29]). These intuitive visualizations have been proven useful in numerous fields, since they enable the users identify patterns in the data, which were not easily discernible when examining the parameters individually. Furthermore, they enable the visualization of a very large number of variables, their in-between relationships and their levels of interaction. The web server utilizes the hierarchical clustering results on both axes (pathways and miRNAs), in order to construct the heat map visualization. As in the case of cluster analysis, the web server provides two options for heat map calculation: 'Significance Heat Maps' and 'Targeted Pathways Heat Maps'. The former involves the use of absolute *P*-values in all calculations, while the latter substitutes all *P*-values lower than the user defined threshold with 0, and 1 otherwise. With the use of these advanced tools, the user can examine numerous miRNA--miRNA, miRNA--pathway and pathway--pathway relationships. Such representations can help researchers discover patterns and relationships hidden in the data. All plots are rendered in high resolution. Figure 3.miRNAs versus pathways heat map (clustering based on significance levels). Darker colors represent lower significance values. The attached dendrograms on both axes depict hierarchical clustering results for miRNAs and pathways, respectively. On the miRNA axis, we can identify miRNAs clustered together by exhibiting similar pathway targeting patterns. An analogous clustering can be observed also on the pathway axis. In this particular example, we can observe at least one pathway (fatty acid biosynthesis) that is clearly targeted by most investigated miRNAs with a very small *P*-value. More details regarding the methods and results of this example can be found in the [Supplementary Material](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks494/DC1).

DISCUSSION
==========

The new web server described in this article is designed to accommodate various use case scenarios and provide results belonging to different research pipelines. For an applied demonstration of the web server's functionality, we performed a case study based on the work of Finnerty *et al*. ([@gks494-B30]), where the researchers explore the function and role of the proposed miR-15/107 miRNA group. It is a group exhibiting strong influences in human biology, highly involved in biological functions, such as cell division, metabolism, stress response and angiogenesis, in vertebrate species. In the performed analysis, the majority of the DIANA-miRPath v2.0 results are supported by the elaborate literature review of Finnerty *et al*. Detailed information regarding the methodology and the derived results from the example can be found in the provided [Supplementary Material](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gks494/DC1).

DIANA-miRPath v2.0 is a completely redesigned new version, implemented to provide utilities and functions specific to the analysis and identification of miRNA targeted pathways. All analyses are performed in real time, rendering possible for the user to experiment with different levels of sensitivity and specificity regarding the miRNA--gene interactions. A user researching if a specific pathway of interest is targeted by a group of miRNAs under definite conditions may utilize a more sensitive score (e.g. suggested score 0.7). Similarly, a user investigating in a more generalized experiment which pathways are mostly affected by the expressed miRNAs, may use a higher and more specific threshold (e.g. suggested score 0.9). To our knowledge, this is the first interactive web service for pathway analysis in this direction.

Another unique feature to DIANA-miRPath v2.0 is the integration of experimentally verified targets, offering validated results derived from the extensive relevant literature.

We think that the new pathological SNP discovery module, which can be used to detect SNPs on miRNA target sites and pathways, may provide in several cases 'hidden jewels' of biological information. We hope that the increased number of additional advanced analysis and visualization tools, such as miRNA versus pathways heat maps, hierarchical miRNA/pathways clustering and meta-analysis merging of results, will help users explore and understand more clearly miRNA-related research data.
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[^1]: The authors wish it to be known that, in their opinion, the first three authors should be regarded as joint First Authors.

[^2]: *n*~1~: number of nodes in pathway A, *n*~1+~: number of targeted nodes in pathway A, *n*~1−~: number of non-targeted nodes in pathway A, *n*~2:~ number of nodes ∉ Pathway A, *n*~2+~: number of targeted nodes ∉ Pathway A, *n*~2−~: number of non-targeted nodes ∉ Pathway A, N~+~: all targeted nodes, N~−~ all non-targeted nodes, N: all nodes.
